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ABSTRACT 

Discoaster abundances reveal important infonna
tion about global climatic changes in the Pliocene 
oceans . Ten locations around the world were ana
lysed for their total Discoaster abundance prior to 
their exlinction during the time interval 1.89-
3.00Ma, using a sampling interval equivalent at 
most of the sites to 3ky. The data sets were divided 
at 2.4Ma producing approximately two equal time 
intervals. The total mean Discoasterabundance was 
compared before and after 2.4Ma, which correlates 
with a major cooling in many isotopic records. The 
most marked reduction in abundance was found to 

be at higher latitude sites. Low latitude sites show 
only a slight decline in Discoasterabundance, while 
maintaining higher frequenc ies. Cooler tempera
tures suppress Discoaster abundance, although the 
impact of upwelling must be considered, as for 
example at low latitude sites. The data support the 

hypothesis that the ideal conditions for discoasters 
are warm waters in regions of low productivity 

pressure, and climatic changes affecting the inter
play of these factors are responsible for the marked 
fluctuations in abundance observed temporally and 
spatially. 

INTRODUCTION 

Many previous studies have concluded only that 
discoasters favoured warm water masses (e.g., Haq 
& Lohmann, 1976; Bukry, 1978; Backman & Pes
tiaux, 1987) and that their abundance decreased with 
increasing latitude. Cyclical fluctuations of discoas
ters, especially in the tropics (Chepstow-Lusty eta/., 
1989) pointed to the importance of a factor other 
than temperature, which was suggested to be pro
ductivity pressure. This is defined as the competi
tion for available resources induced by other more 
opportunistic planktonic species. 

The genus Discoaster first occurred in the oceanic 
record in the late Palaeocene and the last two species 
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disappeared in the late Pliocene, just prior to the 
Olduvai Subchron at 1.89Ma (Takayama. 1970; 
Rio, 1982; Backman & Shackleton, 1983; Drievcr, 
1988). One feature that makes the d iscoasters, espe
cially in the Pliocene, such an important group is 
that they appear to produce we)[ defined Last Ap
pearance Datums (LAD 's), some of which may be 
globally synchronous. This has been exemplified by 
Backman & Shackleton (1983), using age models 
based on magnetostratigraphy, e.g. Core V28-179 
in the Pacific Ocean, and makes them potentially 
very useful for inter-core correlations. Most other 
bioslratigraphically important groups show marked 
diachrony as demonstrated in the Pliocene by 
Oowsetl ( 1989). However, discoasters reprcscm a 
group sensitive to palaeoc limAtic changes, and pro
vide datums of greater reliability, which can be very 
important in the absence of magnetostratigraphy. 
By comparing Discoaster abundances among sites. 
it is possible to develop a detailed global palaeo
oceanographic:~ ! history of the conditions causi ng 
these fluctuations. The time interval in vestigated 
here is approximately the million years preceding 
the extinction of the discoasters (i.e. 1.89-3.00Ma) 
using closely spaced samples (around 3ky). 

Discoasters are usefu l for quantitative studies 
since they are less prone to dissolution than plank
tonic foraminifera and most placoliths (Lohmann & 
Carlson, 1981 ). The Discomter abundance data 
available from Chepstow-Lusty (1 990) and Back
man & Shackleton ( 1983) provides the basis fo r this 
global overview. These data arc the best record of 
phytoplankton abundance available from the late 
Pliocene. Tropical sea-surface temperatures in the 
present day and late Pliocene oceans are thought to 
have been similar on the basis of isotopic evidence 
at ODP Site 677 (Shackleton e1 a/., 1990), in spite 
of the intense glaciation occurring concurrently 
over the northern hemisphere (Shackleton et a/., 
1984). 

The semi-quantitative counting technique and tax
onomy follows that of Backman & Shackleton 
(1983). Although this method should be described 
as semi-quantilative, Backman & Shackleton 
(1983) demonstrated a very high correlation with 
absolute concentration data at Core V28-239. A 
criticism of the preparation for this technique, and 

other methods for light microscopy, is discu~ 
Beaufort ( 199 1). His random settl ing method\\ 
be too time consuming, liable to procedural m
and would not necessarily result in a consi_ 
background density for a study of this size. 

During this investigation. a number of as 
tions are made about a group of marine microfO" 
which became extinct globally at !.89Ma. It is~ 
sumed that their nearest relatives were the coc.: 
thophorids. and hence that discoasters are 
remai ns of photo-autotrophic protists. Durin!! 
time interval investigated, 1.89-3.00Ma. it is a.. 
assumed the various Discoaster species ha,·e 
changed their ecological requirements. Another m. 
jor assumption is that the distribution and abul 
dance of discoasters in the sediment is an accut3k 
refl ection of what happened in the surface water>
Faccal pellet transfer of coccoliths is the rtlaJ
method of both rapid transportation to, and prese" 
vation on. the ocean floor (Schrader, 1971: HonJ 
1977). 

SELECTION Of SITES AND TOTAL 
DISCOASTER ABUNDANCE 

To develop a global perspective of changes in the 
abundance of Discoaster in the late Pliocene. the
locations in this study had to be carefully selecteo 
(Table I. Fig. 1). The sites had to contai n undi~
turbcd sequences in the relevant time interval will' 
reasonably high sedimentation rates. The excep
tions to this are Site 552 at 56°N in the North 
Atlantic and Site 709 in the equatorial Indian Ocean 
with sedimentation rates of approx imately lcrnll;.T 
and the Pacific Cores V28-J 79 and V32-127 with 
sedimentation rates of 0.4cmlk:yr and 0.3cm/k~r 
respectively. Discoaster abundances were evalu· 
ated tO determine how they varied within an ocean 
as a function of increasing latitude, as well as up
welling versus non-upwelling conditions. 

The North Atlantic was represented by a latitudinal 
transect of five sites (Backman eta/., 1986; Chep
stow-Lusty eta/., 1989): ODP Site 662 ( I0 S). ODP 
Site 659 (18°N), ODP Site 658 (20°N), DSDP Site 
607 (4 1 °N) and DSDP Site 552 (56°N). ODP sites 
659 and 658 are in relatively dose proximity. The 
former, is an open ocean reference site contrasted 
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Fig. l Locotion ofallsi tesstudi ed 

with the \alter, an upwelling site . This study fom1ed It is apparent from Fig. 2 that Discoaster abun-
the basis for the biochronology of the discoasters. dance decreases in response to both increasing lati

tude (si tes 607 and 552) and increased imensity of 
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tic. It is at these sites that 2.4Ma marks an abrupt 
reduction in abundance. At site 662, abundances are 
affected by upwelling, and arc low for an equatorial 
site due to the combined effects of the equatorial 
divergence and the South Equtltorial Current. 

A comparison WtlS made between Discoaster 
abundances at three equatorial sites in three differ
ent oceans (Chepstow-Lusty eta/., 1992). The three 
sites selected were ODP Site 662 (Atlantic), ODP 
Site 677 (Pacific) and ODP Site 709 (Indian). Sites 
662 and 677 arc affected by upwelling which sup
pressed Discoasrerabundance(Fig. 3), whereas Site 

709 is situated in a stable warm water mass o f 
modest productivity, with the highest Disc()(lster 
tlbundances found at any site to date. 

DisCOllSter abundance vari ations were compared 
a1 two Indian Ocean sites, sites 709 and 716 with 
similar sea-surface tcmpcra1ure today (CLIMAP, 
1981 ). They differ in that Site 7 16 is affected by 
upwelling induced by south westerly monsoon 
winds, which supressed Discoaster abundance (Fig. 
4). At 2.3 Ma, a distinctive event occurred which 
favoured Discoasterproduction at both sites, which 
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Fig. 2 Plots of total Discoastu abundance m Atlant ic sites 552, 607, 659, 658 and 662. Dashed line at 552 refers to abtmdanc:e &<:ale on right ~ 
axis, since on normal ~.eale (left lland a~is) abundances caMQ( be observed. (u) =affocted by upwelling 
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was followed by a sharp decline in production up to 
the exlinction. 

The: Pacific Discoaster abundance dma consists 
of Site 677 (ChepsiOw-Lusty et af .. 1989) and Cores 
V28- 179 and V32-127 (Backman & Shackleton, 
1983). The distinct fi nal abundance decline of Dis
coaster stlrculus between 2.38 and 2.44Ma is shown 
m both V32-127 and V28-179. which has provided 
important support for previous age models (Fig. 5). 
V32-127 m 35°N shows very reduced abundances 
and a distinct reduction at approximmely 2.4Ma. 
unlike the two Pacific sites close to the equator. 

BIOCIIRONOLOGY 

In the construction of the age models, it was as
sumed that if there is a change in the sedimentation 
rate at the biostratigraphic (frequently a Discoaster 
datum). or rarely magnetostratigraphic control point 
used. this poi nt marks where the rate has changed in 

timc(Table 2). Obvioosly.this is not generally true. 
This problem can be reduced by increasing the 
number of control points. Likewise. a constant sedi
mentation rate between the control points was as
su med. This is si milarly unreali stic, but represents 
a praeticnl simplification. Much of wh:Jt is at
tempted here hinges on the global synchroneity of 
Disc(){tSterdatums and whether these are as reliable 
as they are claimed to be. The same age models and 
chronologies are used as in Backman & Shackleton 
(1983); Chepstow-Lusty ( 1990): Chepstow- Lusty 
et af. (1989): Chepstow-Lusty eta/. ( 1991). Age 
models for six out of ten of the sites lacked good 
magnetostratigraphy in the relevant time interval 
and had to be based solely on biostmtigraphical 
events, most ly Discoaster events fol' internal con
sistency, by extrapolation from sites with good mag· 
netostratigraphy. 

Site 659 'provided new information concerning 
the: extinction of Dis coaster surculus at 2.39Ma and 
Discotlster pemaradiatus at 2.38Ma (for a full dis· 
eussion see Chepstow-Lusty et al .. 1989). This 
value of2.39Ma as a chronological marker has been 
used as a worki ng hypothesis for all investigated 
sites in order to produce consistent age models, 
except for V28- 179 and V32- l27 which have re li 
able magnetostratigraphy. 

GLOBAL ABUNDANCE PRIOR TO AND 
AFTER 2.4Ma. 

2.4Ma marks a critical time when the oxygen i 
tope record reveals an abrupt cooling at stage 11 · 
associated wit h icc mfting at high lntitudcs in 
North Athmtic. in response to northern hcmisp~ 
glaciation (Shackleton eta/., 1984). 1t alsoeoincide
approximatcly wi th the LAD's of two specie~ 
most of the sites: Discoaster surculus and Discoo. 
rer pentaradimus. effectively leaving a single ~pc 
cies Discoa.ster brouweri to survive for the fk! 

500kys. This cooling at 2.4Ma is renected in tbt: 
isotope records of DSDP and ODP si tes 658, 64r 
and 677 (Raymo era/ .. 1989; Sarnthein und Tiedt-
mann, 1989: Shack leton eta/., 1990). It con\en-
iently divides the time interval studiec. 
(1.89·3.00Ma) into two approximately equal por
tions. The oxygen isotope record from Site 6-
(Shacklcton eta/ .. 1990) has revealed that coolin; 
began as early as 3.1Ma. but2.4Ma is marked b)~ 
dramatic cooling at high latitudes as evidenced ~ 
isotopic and Discoaster records. and ice rafted de
bris (Backman et al .. 1986). This age is selected Ill 
only to indicate a decrease in abundance as the resul 
of a marked short term cool ing, but also to rene~· 
the long term deterioration in climate across the timt 
interval. 

Did Discoastcrabundances consistent ly decrca.« 
globally after 2.4Ma? The mean abundances oftota. 
discoasters decreased at all sites after 2.4Ma (Fig 
6). The most dramatic changes in abundance oc
curred at the higher latitude sites as expected and 1M 
tropical upwelling site, Site 658. The low latitude 
sites displny subtler reductions in abundance, sug
gesting that the reduction in sea surface tempera
tures at lower lat itudes occurred over a longer time 
scale. TI1is would be in accordance with sea-surface 
temperatures as predicted at the last glacial (18ka J. 
when glaciation was at a maximum, compared with 
those observed today (CLIMAP, 1981 ). 

Interplay between Sea-Surface 'l'empcruturcs 
and Productivity Pressure 

Sites 709 and V28- 179 arc located today in urcas or 
reduced producti vity pressure (ChcpstOw- Lust). 
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DATUM AGE( l\.la) DEI'TH(mbsf) EVENT SEDlMENTATION 
RATE 

HOJ.E659A 

D.brouM'tri 1.89 54.8 Elt!inction 

3.2cmlkyrs 

Peak 
D. 1rirodiams 2.07 "'' Abundance 

Began 

3.2cmlkyrs 

D.tamalis 2.65 79.4 Elttinction 

HOLE658A 

D.brouw~rri 1.89 126.4 E.ninction 

7.9cm/kyrs 

D.s,rcu/us 2.39 166.0 Elttinction 

9.6cmlkyrs 

G.a/1/spira 2.95 220.0• Extinction 

HOLE662A 

D.brouw~rri 1.89 123.2 E.1uinction 

5.6cmll.:yrs 

D.surcu/us 2.39 151.4 Elttinction 

3.1 cmlkyrs 

G.altiSfliro 2.95 168.5• Extinct ion 

HOLE607 

D.brou,.·eri 1.89 82.86 E.~ tinction 

4.8cmfkyrs 

D.surculus 239 106.78 E.!: tinction 

4.0cmlkyrs 

Kaenn 2.99 130.73 Onset 

HOLES52A 

O. brou,.·eri 1.89 35.2 Extinction 

l.4cm/lr.::yrs 

D.surt:u/us 2.39 42.5 ~tinction 

I .Ocmlkyrs 

Kaena 2.99 48.6 Onset 

H0LE709C 

D.brot<IH!ri 1.89 17.90 E.l:tinction 

0.75cmlkyrs 

Pool< 
D.ririodiarus 2.07 19.25 Abundance 

Began 

1.1.9cm/kyrs 

D.surcu/us 2.39 23.05 Extinction 

l.I.Jcmlkyrs 

• wea .. creta/ .. 1989 

Tabl~ 2. Summaryorconlrolprnn!$usedm agt models . 
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DATUM AGE(M:.) OEI"TH(mbsf) EVENT SEOJ.\IE.\.1' 
RAIT 

UOI.E 6S9.\ 

D.tamnlis 2.65 26.00 Extinction 

0.94 cm· .. :~ 

D.1-ariobi/is 2.90 28.35 Extinction 

HOLE7 16"B 

D.bro111+-eri 1.89 62.60 Ell tinction 

2.2 cm.1.~~ 

D. penmradiatus 2.38 73.40 E~tinction 

2 .0cm/L~-... 

G.altispiro 2.95 84.80 E.r.tinction 

IIOLE677A 

D.brou..-eri 1.89 73.68 E~tinction 

9.34cmll:~n 

'"" D.trirodiorus 2.07 90.50 Abundance 
Began 

I.SScmiL")n 

D.surcu/us 2.39 96.50 E~tinction 

6.65cmlky"" 

D.wmo/is 2.65 113.80 Extinction 

5.47 cmflcyn 

G.oltispim 2.95 130.20 E~tinction 

V28-179 

Olduvai 1.88 10.68 Onset 

O.Scm/kyrs 

Matuyama 2.47 13.38 Onset 

0.4cmlkyrs 

Kaena 3.08 15.58 Onset 

V32-127 

Olduvai 1.88 7.75 Onset 

O.Jcmlkyrs 

Matuyama 2.47 9.40 Onset 

0.4cmlkyrs 

Kaena 2.92 11.00 o~, 

T•bh- 2 (continuW). Summary ot~•.mln)l poinl'l used in agt !lMidtls 

1990: Lewis, 1989), conditions which would favo ur 
the production of high numbers of discoasters in the 
Pliocene oceans. 

Upwelling reduces Discoaster abundances due to 
increased productivity pressure (e.g. Site 658). 
However, during cpis<XIes of increased productivity 

pressure, discoasters ·will be produced in greater 
abundances if the upwelling site is locmcd in wann 
waters as opposed to cooler waters. This is apparent 
at sites 662. 677 and 716, which are all affected b~ 
upwelli ng to some extent. Abundances of discoas
ters are fai rly high at Site 662 in a North Atlantic 
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Frg. 6 Global&ymhesis of m<'<m 10001 Di.sroasruabundancc between 1.89-2.40Ma and 2.40-J.OOMa. (u) • off..;ted by upwellint 

context. but suppressed in a global context which 
demonstrates the imponant effects of the equ<llorial 
divergence and the South Equatorial Current. This 
reveals the interplay between sea-surface tempcm
ture and fluctuations in productivity pressure. 

DISCUSSION 

The Discoaster global database reveals imponant 
palaeoclimatic informationconcemingproductivity 
pressure and sea-surface temperatures. Discoasters 
thrived best in the tropics, especially in the absence 
of prod uctivity pressure as seen at Site 709 (Figs 3 
and 4). The fluctuations in the tropics may be due to 
productivity pressure (Chepstow-Lusty et al., 
1992). but the long-term trends. as demonstrated by 
comparing before and after 2.4Ma. suggest a reduc
tion in sea-surface temperature (Fig. 6). Even in
tense upwelling sites such as Site677, which mostly 
reflect a productivity signal in the Discoaster re
cord, may still indicate the overall trend of abun
dance decline due 10 sea-surface temperatures 
decreasing (Figs 3 and 6). Upwelling suppresses 
Discoaster abundance, especially if this is coupled 

with lower sea-surface temperatures, e.g. at Site 658 
(Fig. 2)offthe Nonh west African coast (Chcpstow
Lusty et of., 1989). 

Between 41°N and 56°N in the At lantic, (i.e 
between sites 607 and 552), a temperature threshold 
was reached and discoasters rapidly decrease in 
abundance (Figs 2 and 6). This palaeoisotherm can 
be sim i l t~r l y demonstrated to exist in the Pacific 
between Cores V28- J79 (4°N) and V32-127 
(35"N), especially after 2.4Ma (Figs 5 and 6). 

At higher latitudes, as seen at Site 607, the t~bun
danee fluctuations are probably more to do with 
sea-surface temperature than productivity pressure 
(Fig. 2), upon which is superimposed a longer term 
declining Discoasterabundance trend which may be 
related to a temperature signal. 

Comparisons of Discoaster accumulation at the 
different sites can be derived by multiplying the 
abundance of discoasters/u nit area with the sedi
mentation rate in the relevant interval. This is an 
obvious progression to make in the future providing 
proxy-fluxes of Discoasreraccumulation (Backman 
eta/., 1986; Backman & Pestiaux, 1987), but inter
pretation must be made with caution. For example, 
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si1es ODP 677 and DSDP 552 (Figs 2, 3 and 6) are 
difficult to compare as they demonstrate the wide 
spectrum of high and low sedimentation rates and 
Discoaster abundances respectively. 

Nevertheless, Discoaster accumu lation abun
dances do not generally reveal different patterns to 
those obtained using the original data. The only 
exception is Site677, with high sedimemation rates, 
where the abundances would be heavily amplifi ed. 
TI10se who bel ieve that dilution is a major weakness 
underlying the importance of the origi nal data. 
should note that Discoaster abundance rarely 
changes on the same scale as the sedimentation rate. 
Frequently, a large change in the sedimentation rate 
is accompanied by no obvious fluctuations in the 
Discoaster abundance record as shown :~ t Site 662 
(Fig. 2), or alternatively minor fluctuations in the 
sedimentation record coinciding with major 
changes in Discoaster abundance at Site 658 (Fig. 
2). 

One last question to be addressed is: what caused 
the global extinction of discoasters at 1.89Ma, re
sulting in such a useful datum? There is evidence 
from the isotopic records of sites 552. 658. 607 and 
677 (Shackleton eta/., 1984; Raymo eta/., 1989; 
Samthein & Tiedemann, 1989; Shackleton & Hall, 
1989; Shackleton et al., 1990) that D. brouweri and 
D. triradiatus disappeared in or close to oxygen 
isotope stage 72, confirming the global syn
chroneity of this event. However, why this glacial 
event, and not any of the preceding glacials com
mencing at stage I 00. coincided with the extinction, 
is still unresolved. Future work comparing Discoas
ter abundances will apply the new orbi tally tuned 
limescales as already developed for sites 677 and 
607 (Raymo et al., 1989; Shackleton eta/., 1990) to 
manyoftheother sitcs, including sites658, 659.709 
and 662 to verify independently whether the ob+ 
served events arc genUinely globally synchronous 
or not. 
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